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ABSTRACT
Due to the construction industry’s eagerness to lifting adversarial trends and realising the
benefits of good relationships, the current research intends to investigate the construct of
relationship quality in construction projects; especially in the event of a conflict. An
interdisciplinary construct is derived using a three step methodology and wide range of
theories from a comprehensive literature review. These theories range from relational
marketing to relational contracting and construction project management. A conflict process
model is used to outline the association of conflict and relationship quality in construction
projects. Concepts such as psychological meaningfulness, psychological availability, resource
availability, aligned-commitment, teamwork, performance satisfaction and trust are attributed
to relationship quality. An interdisciplinary construct with antecedents, core attributes and
outcomes are achieved. Conflict is demonstrated as a potential antecedent of relationship
quality. Finally, moderating factors such as actions and strategies, some of which could be
used in conflict management are identified as moderators of relationship quality. By identifying
and mapping all the possible components in relationship quality, its different constructs and
potential interactions can be recognised. This is extremely important in future investigations
of relationship quality in relation to construction project issues and training project teams. The
choices of components for the construct are extracted from existing literature; however other
components may be of effect which are not included and explored in the future. The model can
be used to achieve project integration goals and joint problem solving strategies.
KEYWORDS: Conflict, Construction project management, Procurement, Relationship quality.

INTRODUCTION
The construction sector plays an important role in socio-economic development and a large
economic powerhouse which is extremely resource-consuming and also responsible for a great
number of employment opportunities (Aryal & Dahal, 2018; Soni, Pandey & Agrawal, 2017).
It is a means for creating prime infrastructure and development of nations worldwide (Lyiola
& Rjoub, 2020). The sector’s contribution to GDP is around 7% to 10% in underdeveloped
economies and 3% to 6% in developed economies (Chern & Lowe, 2013). On the other hand,
there are clear signs of mismanagement and underperformance within the sector. Until now the
construction industry has been protected by governments in a number of ways which has led
to its prosperity without the need for major innovation and creativity in both methodology and
processes. One other problematic aspect of the industry is the effective inability of its people
skills in dealing with day to day problems, such as managing conflict and relationships; in
addition to managing the projects (Aryal & Dahal, 2018; Lyiola & Rjoub, 2020). However,
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recent economic recessions or significant periodic downturns and instabilities worldwide have
changed the scenery, compelling the industry participants to re-think people processes and
technology matters (Wolstenholme, 2009). As a result of the fragmented and adversarial
construction culture plagued with conflicts and disputes, the industry has adopted more
relational approaches and has made more industry players to be aware of different methods of
procurement as opposed to the traditions priced focus ones. Hence understanding the nature of
relationships and how they vary during and after the completion of a project is of great
importance. In previous work undertaken by Jelodar et al. (2013) the concept of relationship
quality in construction procurement and projects was introduced; however, the link between its
attributes and inevitable people related events such as conflicts, disputes and their handling and
management styles have not been deeply discussed.
THE CHANGE REQUIRED IN CONSTRUCTION PROCUREMENT
Construction professionals and researchers have associated a great amount of negativity
towards the current procurement and contracting practices within the construction industry.
There is too much fragmentations and significant lack of innovation and modern strategies to
enforce more collaboration and enhancing constructability (Jelodar, 2009; Pulaski & Horman,
2005). There is a lack of shared vision and practical design solutions as a result of this design
and construction fragmentation. In addition, lowest price tendering remains the bases of
selection for most modern-day contracts (Jelodar et al., 2017). These issues are thought to be
major contributors to the problem of underperformance leading to major unwelcomed; conflict,
disputes and defects within the construction industry (Love et al., 2002). There is a growing
awareness that the lingering underperformance of the construction sector can be moderated and
potentially prevented through revisions in operations and strategies associated with
procurement. In addition, the construction process is generally complex and problematic which
makes it almost impossible to manage or handle without integration, good quality relationships
and teambuilding with the inclusion of all stakeholders. However, a systematic change or way
of thinking will create more desirable outcomes in the long term. Jelodar et al. (2016a) have
elaborated and focused on this systematic approach and specific actions and strategies which
can create better relationships within project teams. As a result, they have conceptualised
relationship quality in construction. Furthermore, there has recently been great emphasis on
relationship contracting in all its forms such as partnering, and alliancing in some prominent
research work (Jelodar et al., 2016b; Meng, 2010; Zou et al., 2014), however, the events and
factors that affect relationships during a project’s lifecycle is still unclear and unexplored. More
modern approaches of offering solution processes in minimising conflict and bringing teams
together during a project’s lifecycle should be investigated. Recently this is sought through the
incorporation of building information modeling (BIM) and digital technologies. This can have
the effect of ensuring that project information is clearly understood and expectations tempered
during a project’s lifecycle thus mimimising conflict e.g. rework and defects and client
dissatisfaction. It has been noted that facility manager’s benefit most, financially from the
incorporation of BIM (Ali et al., 2020; Eadie et al., 2013).
However the attiributes of complexity and link of different events and inevitable conflict
incidents in construction projects is still not fully explored. Further explorartion suggests that
these issues are interdiciplinary in nature. Therefore, a practical and easy to understand model
is required to explain the variations of relationship quality within the uncertain and rapid
changing construction project environment. Hence this study will look into this gap of
knowledge and employ an interdeciplinary approach to link conflict processes to construction
procurement and also overall project relationships.
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METHODOLOGY
The study is of an exploratory nature and to achieve the goals of this investigation a novel three
step methodology is developed. These stages include comprehensive literature search, followed
by content analysis, and finally, systematic model development. These stages are described in
the following sub-sections.
Stage one: Comprehensive literature search
The domain of the investigation and scope of work is identified by keywords which represent
the issues of concern in this investigation. Supply chain relationships, relational contracting,
construction relationships and relationships in project management were identified to represent
the studies concerning relationship quality in construction projects. Accordingly, keywords
such as disputes, problem solving, contractual provisions plus conflict management, and
handling were used to represent the theoretical domain of conflicts in construction projects. In
addition, partnering and alliancing studies were also examined for their conflict management
and handling mechanisms and relationship preservation techniques.
More than 30 studies were identified to be relevant from mainstream and international
recognised sources. These studies were further examined and used as the theoretical basis of
this study in the following stages of the investigation. This is a systematic approach in
identifying relevant literature which has been adopted in many other studies (Jelodar et al.,
2016a; Tang et al., 2010).
Stage two: Content analysis and concept development
In a process of reduction and classification of concepts from the identified texts common in
these types of studies (Walker, 2016; Xiaolong et al., 2014), two separate theoretical clusters
are created to address issues in association with ‘conflict’ and ‘relationship quality’. This is a
type of qualitative coding of different information (Jones, 2007). Content analysis is used to
identify different patterns and structures within the identified literature. The analysis
culminates into different constructs for conflict process in construction and also relationship
quality amongst construction participants and parties.
Stage three: model development
In this stage the findings of the previous stages are re-conceptualised to find new patterns and
construct formation. A framework of causes and effects are proposed based on the findings of
the literature search and content analysis. The framework is the basis for a theoretical and
dyanamic model which describes the nature of conflict process and relationship quality in
construction projects. The model is proposed via aggregation of the newly found constructs
and theoretical links embedded in the identiofied literature (Jelodar et al., 2016c).
The following sections are organised according to the methodology outcomes and will include
the results and discussions of the study in a systematic approach.
CONSTRUCTION CONFLICT
Construction projects are filled with complexities and unforeseen events which can immensely
influence the course of a project. One of these events which can be extremely problematic and
very common in construction projects are conflicts and disputes. The conflicting triple
constraint of time, cost and quality are part and parcel of any construction project (Mersino,
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2013). Projects and especially construction projects are festering grounds for conflict.
Although conflict and dispute are two different concepts, they are quite often loosely used
interchangeably as one. The fundamental difference between the two can best be explained as
follows: conflicts are inevitable and exist in all human interaction because of differences in
opinions and approaches (Jelodar & Yiu, 2012b; Jones, 1994). Schermerhorn (2012, page 220)
stated that “conflict occurs whenever disagreements exist in a social situation over issues of
substance; or whenever emotional antagonisms create friction between individuals or groups”.
Kreitner and Kinicki (2010) and Brevis et al. (1998) also highlight the word ‘perceived’, as
this indicates that conflicts can be real or imagined, and they can be managed over time. In
addition to this Lau (2011) stated that conflict contains both trust and distrust at the same time.
However, disputes are avoidable and should be prevented because they generally have
extremely negative effects on the relationships, performance and other outcomes of the project
(Gardiner & Simmons, 1992). A dispute is generally the aftermath or result of uncontrolled
and neglected conflict. However, less attention is paid to conflict, its structure process and
emergence, with the general focus being on the dispute and how to deal with it in construction
projects and contracts. One of the reasons may be that conflict always has a presence in the
project and its processes are less visible and tangible compared with disputes, where its
emergence is normally formalised by official notifications hence demonstrating the existence
of a problem.
In general conflict and dispute may affect trust and aligned-commitment levels among different
contractual parties (Roberts et al., 2003). There is a fundamental difference between
commitment and aligned-commitment. According to Coetzee (2002), commitment only refers
to be a part of a shared vision. Whereas aligned-commitment is expressed as a multiplicative
equation. i.e. ‘Alignment-commitment = Knowledge × Information × Empowerment ×
Rewards & Recognition × Shared Goals & Values’. If anyone of these elements is missing the
end result will be zero. Further to this, for people to fully engage with their work the importance
of psychological meaningfulness, available resources and psychological availability was
confirmed (Olivier & Rothmann, 2007). One of the four (4) major relationship quality attributes
is identified as aligned-commitment, therefore, without aligned-commitment, one cannot be
fully engaged with the work or set tasks. It is thought that trust and aligned-commitment are
defining attributes in relationship quality levels (Jelodar et al., 2016a), hence it is imperative
to investigate the process of conflict and its systematic association with these attributes
especially where there is so much unknown about the conflict process. In order to have a better
understanding, this study tries to adopt the concepts from different disciplines and
systematically apply them to construction projects to create an interdisciplinary mind-set to
relationship quality during the conflict process in construction projects.
RELATIONSHIP QUALITY: THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CONCEPT
After it was realised that the cost and complexities of finding new customers are significantly
more than keeping the current customers, the focus shifted in marketing strategies to managing
existing relationships and enhancing the buyer-seller dyad in order to retain the bulk of
customers already in a transaction (Hennig-Thurau, 2000). Barwise (1995) has suggested that
it is much more profitable to concentrate limited resources on creating long-term relationships
and customer retention. Hence relationship marketing was introduced and championed as a
measure for building strong relationships with individual customers (Low, 1999). It was also
seen as the ‘degree of the appropriateness of a relationship to fulfil the needs of the customer
associated with the relationship’ (Hennig-Thurau & Klee, 1997). However, these definitions
failed to capture a consensus because of their extremely subjective nature. In construction
projects, concepts such as trust-building/maintenance, long-term aligned-commitment, and
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generating/evaluation of mutual goals were attributes and sited as underlying relationship
development factors (Davis &Walker, 2009). This was the instigation of various attributional
definitions which basically realised that different levels of relationship quality will exhibit
different attributes (Jelodar & Yiu, 2012b). This was also demonstrated for the construction
industry in a study performed by Jelodar et al. (2016a) where five levels of relationship quality
were introduced each exhibiting different levels of distinct attributes. Similar to marketing
literature relationship quality demonstrated the permanence and intensity of any relationship
(Hennig-Thurau, 2000), which in construction projects can lead to successful project
implementation.
Similarly, as keeping track of relationships and their quality is of great importance for future
salesperson-customer interactions in marketing it can be vital to the success of construction
projects too. The concept of relationship quality can be used across disciplines to benefit the
overall construction industry outcomes. Generally, relationship quality is regarded as a measure
or monitoring tool for observation of relationship status. This is beneficial for the assessment
of crucial relationships because as Roberts et al. (2003) stated time and money is spent to keep
some relationships proactive in a prosperous order. A serious problem for the maintenance of
relationships is uncontrolled and mismanaged conflict. As mentioned in the previous section
conflict and disputes need to be controlled and monitored to prevent major problems within
construction procurement. This is of critical importance for the relationssip between the client
and the contractor, as this particular relationship is vital for the successful continuation of the
project (Mitkus & Mitkus, 2014).
Table 1: Components of relationship quality in relational marketing literature

Antecedents of relationship
quality

Components or measures of
relationship quality

Possible outcomes of
relationship quality

Participation, Formalization,
Centralization(Dwyer & Oh, 1987)
Similarity, service domain expertise,
relational selling behaviour (Crosby et
al., 1990)
Distributive fairness, bilateral
communication, impartiality,
refutability, explanation,
knowledgeability, curtsey (Kumar et
al., 1995)
Cuases (Dorsch et al., 1998)
Psychological meaningfulness,
psychological availability, resource
availability (Olivier & Rothmann,
2007)
Root causes of conflict (Jelodar et al.,
2016b)
Building information modeling in
construction conflict management
(Charehzehi, et al., 2017)

Customer satisfaction and trust in the
sales person (Crosby et al., 1990)
Affective conflict, manifest conflict,
trust, commitment, willingness to
invest, and expectation of continuity
(Kumar et al., 1995)
Trust, satisfaction, commitment,
opportunism, customer orientation,
ethical profile (Dorsch et al., 1998)
Aligned-commitment (Coetsee, 2002)
Integrated model to mitigate conflict
in construction projects (Charehzehi,
et al., 2017)
Moderating factors of conflcit and
disputes (Charkhakan & Heravi,
2019)
Commitment and teambuilding
(Tabassi et al., 2018)
Conflict moderation (Maiti & Choi,
2018)

Anticipation of interaction, sales
effectiveness (Crosby et al., 1990)
Customer retention (Henning-Thurau
& Klee (1997)
Peak performance and productivity
(Coetsee, 2002)
Work engagement (Olivier &
Rothmann, 2007)
BIM approach to control conflict
causes before the occurance of
disputes (Charehzehi et al., 2017)
Performace and continuation of work
(Maiti & Choi, 2018)
Decsision support tools Via BIM (Ali
et al., 2020)

RELATIONSHIP QUALITY: A CONSTRUCT IN MARKETING AND IN
CONSTRUCTION
Traditionally in the realm of marketing and business, relationship quality is reflected as a high
order construct (Crosby et al., 1990). Psychological meaningfulness, psychological
availability, resource availability, trust, satisfaction, aligned-commitment, minimal
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opportunistic behaviour etc. were all regarded as components of relationship quality by
different researchers; which is an indication that a possible pattern may exist, although there is
no clear consensus as to what may be attributed to relationship quality (see Table 1).
Most studies have indicated trust and satisfaction as main concepts attributed to relationship
quality (Crosby et al., 1990; Dorsch et al., 1998; Dwyer & Oh, 1987; Kumar et al., 1995). On
the other hand, aligned-commitment is also mentioned and well documented as an associated
concept to relationship quality, peak performance and productivity. In general, the literature
surrounding relationship quality in marketing and business suggests that relationship quality
has components, antecedents and outcomes as illustrated in Table 1 (Bejou et al., 1996; Dorsch
et al., 1998; Jelodar & Yiu, 2012b; Lages et al., 2005; Toms, 2004; Walter et al., 2003). This
first view of relationship quality is traditional to marketing and business disciplines and widely
accepted. But there need to be further investigations into how relationships are governed and
maintained in construction projects.
Construction relationships are generally formalised through relationship contracting forms
such as partnering, alliancing and supply chain management strategies. Hence a study of the
relevant literature would be essential to any relationship research in construction. In addition,
hardly any specific research work has attributed or conceptualised the bond or relationships
among project participants in construction projects (Meng, 2010). Therefore, this study
enhances the same high order construct idea and develops a measure of relationship quality
structure for construction projects. Nevertheless, the whole environment, antecedents,
components and outcomes are specific to the construction activities and its corresponding
culture.
For instance, partnering in construction projects is defined by the Construction Industry
Institute CII as “…a long-term commitment between two or more organisations for the purpose
of achieving specific business objectives by maximising the effectiveness of each participant's
resources. The relationship is based on trust, dedication to common goals, involvement and
understanding each other's individual expectations and values” (CII, 1991 p. iv). Although the
definition does not imply as to what is the structure of the concept, it indicates that trust is the
desired component. In most studies trust is considered as a key relationship indicator (Meng,
2010). Black et al. (2000) regarded mutual trust as the basis of partnering arrangement while
Larson (1997) suggests that the adversarial relationship is characterised by suspicions and
distrust in construction projects; in addition, mistrust is recognised as an inhibiting factor to
partnering success (Ng et al., 2002).
Nevertheless, it is important to understand how trust can be achieved to build and sustain a
relationship. Jelodar et al., (2017) suggested that trust is the component required for both
building and especially maintaining the ultimate level of bond or relationship between two
parties. Nevertheless, trust will require time and effort to be achieved and is not a short-term
phenomenon (Jelodar et al., 2017). This is why a construct of actions, strategies and attributes
is proposed for relationship quality in construction. It is suggested that certain actions can make
some relational efforts and achieve a level of relationship quality, however, to excel beyond
this there need to be clear strategies which are the intelligent selection of actions and bundling
them together in order to create a better relationship level. If the goal is to go beyond this point
in any relationship certain attributes have to be achieved. The four major relationship quality
attributes are identified as aligned-commitment, teamwork, performance satisfaction and trust
(Jelodar et al., 2016c). Having said that in order to achieve the ultimate level of relationship
quality trust has to be achieved through the achievement of the other three attributes. For
instance, actions and strategies which can enhance commitment and teamwork are required
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plus the notion of continuous improvement and other strategies to achieve performance
satisfaction; this accumulation of time and effort may result in trust being developed between
the parties and the foundation for a strong relational bond. This second view is more
attributional and is rooted in the construction culture.
How does this work within the earlier mentioned and more traditional view; which suggested
a high order construct for relationship quality in marketing and business disciplines?
Integrating the aforementioned attributional definition and construct of relationship quality
with the high-order construct model used in marketing and business can be complex but may
provide a better explanation of how relationships work in construction projects. This
integration is demonstrated through an interdisciplinary model in Figure 1.
As classified literature shows in Table 1, relationship quality has antecedents and outcomes.
Hence in a conceptual proposed model in this study; prior to the actual component constructs
of relationship quality there should be an antecedent layer, and potentially after, there is an
outcome layer (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: The interdisciplinary model of relationship quality

As illustrated in Figure 1, the core diamond with four separate attributes represents relationship
quality and accordingly the antecedent feed into relationship quality by influencing the four
attributes or relationship as a whole. This will ultimately result in different consequences
represented by the outcome triangle at the right side of the core diamond. At the same time, it
is appreciated that time and effort is required for certain attributes to be built into a relationship
and improve the overall relationship quality. This was explained by certain actions and
strategies that are needed and require planning. These actions and strategies are also
demonstrated by four different triangles (Figure 1). The positioning of these triangles is an
indication that these actions and strategies can be planned and implemented in any stage either
concurrently with the antecedents or post-antecedents. They can also be incorporated before
the outcomes are apparent or even during surfacing of some outcomes. These actions and
strategies can to some extent modify and moderate relationship quality according to
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circumstances. This means that there is a potential to take action if certain antecedents occur
or certain outcomes are surfacing in order to change the relationship quality level to a desired
level.
INEVITABLE CONFLICT IN CONSTRUCTION RELATIONSHIPS
Conflict is an inevitable common and complex phenomenon in human activities, especially in
construction projects where it has proven to be destructive and time consuming if not controlled
appropriately. Construction professionals spend a substantial portion of their time on conflict
resolution. In some instances, the construction professionals are directly involved or act as
mediator between two parties. Good managers must have the ability to identify early, possible
conflict situations and deal with them before they arise and/or escalate (Schermerhorn, 2012)
to costly litigations (Charehzehi et al., 2017). It is thought that conflict will influence the bond
and relationship of the parties involved. In every relationship certain levels of conflict exist
(Mallen, 1963), this conflict can escalate or be controlled which will lead to variations in the
status of relationship quality. Chaudhuri (1997, 1998) suggests that conflict is a negative
indicator of relationships and its quality; as greater risks are the consequence of greater
negative effects. This is why a conflict incident can be regarded as a potential antecedent of
relationship quality demonstrated in the conceptual model discussed in the previous section.
However, it is equally important to understand the conflict process before inserting it into the
developed relationship quality conceptual model.
With some initial research into conflict nature, the process model proposed by Pondy (1967)
was identified to be of significant importance. According to this model and as illustrated in
Figure 2, five incidents are involved in the event of a conflict episode. These series of incidents
start with ‘Latent conflict’ and proceed into ‘Perceived conflict’ followed by ‘Felt conflict’ and
‘Manifested conflict’. Manifested conflict is the outward behaviour exhibited by individuals
and is assumed to affect the quality of relationships between the parties involved in the project
(Jelodar et al., 2015; Pondy, 1967).
Conflict aftermath is basically the phase after Manifested conflict has surfaced. Although most
have reported the aftermath with a negative impact it is not always the case. Many believe that
conflict itself can be functional or dysfunctional, and managing conflict in both forms is of
extreme importance because it can support the development of sustainable long- term
relationships (Toms, 2004). Dysfunctional conflict (destructive) must be dealt with quickly by
the manager to prevent or minimise all the disadvantages with regard to it; as it is just the
opposite of constructive conflict. Most of the time, dysfunctional conflict deals with
personalities and not necessarily with issues (Schermerhorn, 2012; Sinding et al., 2018). The
basic idea is that conflict is not always negative and dysfunctional it can be functional and add
to the strength of a relationship; hence early-stage conflicts in the construction project tend to
be more functional than dysfunctional (Kumaraswamy, 1997). As an old Persian proverb says
the “initial war is better than the end peace” which can also be said that “a word before is
worth two after”. This indicates that early conflict or initial differences in viewpoints during
projects may be beneficial to the outcome of projects. On the other hand, unattended and
neglected conflicts can result into claims and disputes, leading to lost time and money
consuming litigation and arbitration cases (Chen et al., 2014; Leung et al., 2013). Adding to
the latter, the previous conflict that was resolved on a temporary resolution would only set the
stage for the same or similar conflicts in the future, resulting again into claims and disputes
(Schermerhorn, 2012). These are the undesired aftermath of a conflict situation (Jelodar & Yiu,
2012a).
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Figure 2: The process of conflict events (Source: Pondy, 1967)

On the other hand, ignoring or delaying the resolution of conflict can have serious implications
for present and future relationships of the parties involved (Bristow & Vasilopoulos, 1995).
Conflict and disputes can result in all sorts of problems such as disruption of construction
schedules, increases in project costs, and even adverse influences on relationships between
project participants (Yiu & Cheung, 2004). Hence conflict in particular since it is also the
trigger behind disputes can be assumed as an antecedent to construction relationship quality.
In addition and as a consequence the conflict-handling styles and resolution methods may also
contribute to variations in relationship quality.
INCORPORATING CONFLICT INTO THE INTERDISCIPLINARY MODEL
In order to have an infused interdisciplinary approach conflict events are considerd within the
antecedent layer of the relatiuonship quality model as illustrated in Figure 3. The model must
be modified to suit a conflict scenario in a construction project. The process model for conflict
(Figure 2) clearly shows a progression on a trigger or event into a potential manifestation of
conflict. All the components illustrated in the conflict process model will have some sort of
effect on the attributes of relationship quality and ultimately relationship quality itself.
However normally when conflicts are perceived, different actions and strategies may be taken
in order to inform the other party. This is in line with previous literature may be done to prevent
escalation (Tabassi et al., 2018).The sooner conflict is realised and dealt with there is more
chance of it going into a functional state rather than a dysfunctional state which could damage
the relationships (Charkhakan & Heravi, 2019).
Therefore, as shown in Figure 3 from the moment of perceived or felt conflict some action will
be probably taken as a counter or moderating measure; which later could develop into fullscale strategies. In addition, before the impact on relationship quality is identified and even
before manifested conflict, the parties will try to have some prevention strategies (Figure 3).
After the manifestation of conflict and realisation of its effects on relationship quality conflict
management and resolution strategies will be more applied. Finally, if the relationship is of
strategic importance; prevention of conflict escalation or dispute resolution strategies are
practiced in order to avoid further damage to relationship quality (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Conflict as an antecedent of relationship quality

In this model one of the effects of conflict aftermaths is its implication on relationship quality.
On the other hand, the strategies used to eradicate or reduce this impact will form a moderating
factor on relationship attributes. They will try to enhance commitment and teamwork regardless
of the type of conflict manifested. These enhancement and application of other strategies are
to potentially boost performance satisfaction in the hope of the ultimate goal of increasing or
at least restoring trust among the parties. Accordingly, it can be suggested that a moderation
layer composed of different actions and strategies surround relationship quality in construction
projects. Therefore, relationship quality has antecedents and outcomes plus moderation factors
which are the practised actions and strategies.
This is comparable with the findings of others, for instance Acharya et al. (2006) have
investigated the key factors of conflicts in the Korean construction industry. Five groups have
been identified by them with regard to causes by the conflict initiator (Mitkus & Mitkus, 2014).
This fulfils the need for a triggering or antecedent layer and in almost all studies there is a
mention of moderating factor not total prevention of conflict which seems to be highly unlikely
(Cheung & Yiu, 2006; Maiti & Choi, 2018).
In New Zealand, the cause of many construction related disputes has been previously noted as
contractually related. This appears to be an ongoing situation according to opinion from
lawerys who deal with these situations (McVeagh, 2018).
It is believed based on these assumptions that some of the root causes and difficulties in conflict
which proceeds into dispute is inherent in the nature of the industry. For instance low profit
margins and skill shortages are huge contributing factors to these issues. On the other hand
there are more controllable aspects which relate to relationship management, risk allocations
and contractual terms and condictions. Hence providing relationship based skills and extra
efforts in creating a joint understanding of contractual arrangements and obliugations can have
a major preventive effects of conflict escalation (Jelodar et al., 2016a; McVeagh, 2018).
Issues such as understanding different stages of conflict, identifying signs of unmanifested
conflict can lead to proactive and rapid responses to unforeseen future problems. The
expectations can be explained and different parties can see causes of conflict, such as delays
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and payment issues from different vantige points (Tabassi et al., 2018; Walker, 2016). This
article uses this interdisciplinary model to explain the variations in relationship quality. In
addition, the model acknowledges that the different components of this relationship quality
model will lead to other consequences within the outcome layer such as variations in overall
performance and productivity. In simple terms, the antecedents, actions, strategies and
attributes achieved can influence performance and productivity as well as relationship quality.
The above model can be a theoretical background for such ellaobiaruins and can be used in
different training and project briefing activities. The potebtal project charter can take into
accound these thories and have different thought-out action plans for varous eventualities.
CONCLUSION
Relational contracting is seen as a change necessary and beneficial in procurement strategies
and is popularized since old methods of procurement are responsible for a series of cascading
problems. In construction mainstream literature and practice better relationships were sought
without fully identifying the components and methods of tracking or understand variations in
relationship quality (Jelodar et al., 2016a). Based on the relationship quality concept developed
in other disciplines an interdisciplinary construct approach has been suggested for construction
contractual agreements and projects (Dorsch et al., 1998; Jelodar et al., 2015; Walter et al.,
2003). This construct is created via a three step methodology including a comprehensive
literature search, content analysis, and model development. This is illustrated in Figure 3 which
demonstrates the relationship between antecedents, core attributes and outcomes.
The model is based on available theories and although concepts such as aligned-commitment,
teamwork, performance satisfaction and trust could be attributed to relationship quality, it can
be concluded that the concept is inhyerntly complex by nature. For instance, it has been shown
that many antecedents can influence attributes in different ways. Even the timing of these
antecedents such as the conflict process is extremely important (Charkhakan & Heravi, 2019).
However, not all of the relationship quality attributes are achievable in the same manner; for
instance, trust requires time and effort to be achieved and cannot be a short-term phenomenon.
Adding to this, for people to be engaged in their work, they must find their work activities
meaningful and have the resources to make themselves available. On the other hand, with some
planning in actions and strategies attributes such as aligned-commitment, teamwork,
performance satisfaction and productivity can be achieved. According to the model if these
attributes are realised, then achieving trust becomes more likely. This can lend to the ultimate
level of relationship quality and also help in attaining higher levels of performance and
productivity. In other words, variations in attributes can result in variations of relationship
quality, overall project performance and productivity. This is also in line with previous
literature (Jelodar et al., 2017; Maiti & Choi, 2018) hence, the project team needs to be fully
aware of these implications and receive the necessary training and instruction to avoid
performece and productivity decline due to poor relational attributes.
Using a well-established conflict process model the interdisciplinary construct of relationship
quality is re-generated. It is also shown that the conflict management and resolution actions or
strategies will also affect the relationship quality attributes (Tabassi et al., 2018). Hence these
could be similar or completely exclusive of the actions and strategies taken to enhance
relationship quality attribute. Nevertheless, they all have moderating effects on relationship
quality. Therefore, apart from antecedents and outcomes, relationship quality also has
moderators. These moderators are generally in the form of actions and strategies and can
influence the attributes individually or as a whole.
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Apart from the mentioned practical implications, the model can be formally used for training
purposes and achieving common problem solving startegies. This can streamline project
initiation phase and enhance construction project bonds and relationships which are temporary
in nature increasing chances of project success. In summary, more empirical research must be
undertaken to demonstrate in real life how practices could be improved based on the developed
model and controling variations of relationship quality throughout different phases of
construction projects.
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